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message from the director

the official Languages and bilingualism institute (oLbi) is pleased to 
present its annual report for the 2012-2013 academic year. as in past 
reports, this report presents our major accomplishments during this 
period.

the university of ottawa’s strategic plan, Destination 2020, focuses 
on four key areas: improving the student experience, encouraging 
research, becoming increasingly international, and, of course, promoting 
bilingualism. in the following pages, oLbi’s activity in each of these areas 
is described.

as you will see, oLbi’s international outreach has grown considerably. 
this is due to significant developments such as our participation in the 

caLDo network which supports students from brazil on our campus, heightened contacts with 
universities from china and japan, our systematic support of international students through language 
training, and our participation in international research networks.

in addition, oLbi has maintained steady growth with regard to program and service offerings. in 
particular, the second Language intensive Programs’ english intensive Program (eiP) experienced  
an increase in registration and in diversity in the classroom, welcoming students from more than  
30 countries.

a significant moment this past winter was oLbi’s move to new offices at the start of the calendar 
year. after many years at its previous location which included two former elementary schools and two 
grey houses along King edward avenue and Wilbrod street, oLbi now occupies newly renovated 
spaces on the ground and first floors of the arts building at 70 Laurier avenue east. the arts building 
is conveniently linked to simard hall, where the language labs are situated. our neighbours in these 
buildings include all of the other faculty of arts departments concerned with aspects of languages. 
this new location has resulted in the amalgamation of the Learning and teaching sections of the 
julien couture resource centre. thanks to the leadership and cooperation of the faculty of arts, all 
oLbi professors, staff and services are now located under the same roof!

We recognize new challenges and look forward to addressing them. at the end of its sixth year of 
existence, oLbi can nevertheless proudly claim its rightful place among institutions and agencies 
dealing with language duality and bilingualism at national and international levels. 

i hope you enjoy reading this report.

For additional information, including updates on our ongoing activities, please visit us 
online at www.olbi.uOttawa.ca.

Richard Clément,
Director of oLbi and associate Dean of the faculty of arts
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proposal for a master of arts in bilingualism studies

oLbi’s proposal for an Ma in bilingualism studies was approved by the administrative bodies of the 
university of ottawa, and by the ontario universities council on Quality assurance. We anticipate 
funding approval by the Ministry of training, colleges and universities, which will allow us to launch 
the program in the fall of 2014.

We are currently working on program publicity and student recruitment strategies, with the help of 
oLbi’s Development and Promotion office and the faculty of arts Marketing and communication 
office.

second language teaching programs’ 20th anniversary

on february 4, 2013, oLbi and the faculty of education celebrated the 20th anniversary of the 
university of ottawa’s second Language teaching (DLs) programs, whose students specialize in 
second language teaching and learning, in particular french or english as second languages.

over a hundred guests attended this celebration. 
included in the invited guests was the 
commissioner of official Languages of canada, 
graham fraser, who entertained the audience 
with anecdotes that underline the importance 
of teaching french and english as second 
languages in canada. a panel offered an overview 
of the development, challenges and future of the 
programs. the panel was composed of faculty 
of education Professor francis bangou, who 
is the DLs Program coordinator, Pierre calvé, 
former Dean of the faculty of education, and oLbi 
Professor jérémie séror. this was followed by 

the anniversary celebration featuring a presentation of the winning promotional videos in a contest 
organized by the DLs students’ association.

40th anniversary of the Concours de français langue seconde d’Ottawa Carleton

this competition, organized jointly by the university of ottawa and carleton university, attracted more 
than a hundred grade 11 and 12 participants who study in french second Language programs in 
ottawa secondary schools in both the ottawa-carleton District school board and the ottawa catholic 
school board. for 40 years, the responsibility for hosting the competition has alternated between the 
two universities; in april 2013, oLbi hosted the event which was coordinated by Professor Monika 
jezak. fifteen finalists were invited to an awards ceremony to celebrate their success and receive 
prizes including admission scholarships, books and other reference material, and two special prizes 
awarded by oLbi’s research chair in new technologies and computer assisted Language Learning. 
oLbi uses this forum as a means to encourage all learners to pursue their education en français.

our major achievements
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celebrating the 50th anniversary of the bi and bi 
commission

oLbi was the chief organizer of events marking the 50th 
anniversary of the royal commission on bilingualism and 
biculturalism, jointly chaired by andré Laurendeau and 
Davidson Dunton. to mark this anniversary, oLbi, with the 
university’s centre for continuing education and the office of 
the commissioner of official Languages, organized a series 
of lectures and symposia on university campuses in six cities 
across canada: saint-boniface, toronto, Montreal, Québec, 
Moncton, and ottawa, where we held the inaugural and 
closing lectures. themes discussed included:
•	 Past and present language tensions;
•	 the impact and legacy of the bi and bi commission;
•	 the intellectual heritage of andré Laurendeau and frank 

scott;
•	 vitality and diversity of la Francophonie;
•	 a debate surrounding canadian identity.

guest speakers included legal experts, researchers including 
some from the commission’s era, political scientists, civil 
servants, politicians and members of community groups. 
Proceedings will be published next year. 
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our team
as of april 30, 2013 the oLbi 

team was composed of  
these 131 employees:

18 
regular, full-time professors, 

including:
8 academic professors
10 language teachers

84 
part-time language teachers, 

of which:
47 taught esL (english as a 

second Language)
37 taught fLs (français 

langue seconde)

2 
invited professors

19 
administrative staff

4 
employees in the Language 

rights support Program

3 
employees in french 
immersion studies

1 
executive in residence
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teaching

credit courses and undergraduate programs of study in esl and fls

over the past five years, there has been a steady increase in the total number of students in both the 
english as a second Language (esL, over 1000) and french as second language (fLs, nearly 4000) 
credit courses. accordingly, the number of esL courses offered to all university students taking these 
courses has increased. however, this year the number of fLs credit courses decreased slightly as a 
result of minor adjustments in various fLs course sections. 

in 2012-2013, the number of students registered in the ba major and minor programs in esL 
continued to rise. there was a slight decrease in the number of students registered in the fLs major 
and minor programs. We believe that this may be linked to the cancellation of the fellowship for 
studying in french which was available through the ontario student assistance Program (osaP) up 
until the fall of 2012.

oLbi continued to work closely with the telfer school of Management and the faculty of social 
sciences to support the linguistic needs of their international students. in addition to several sections 
of both levels of the immersion courses esL 2181 and esL 3181 paired with aDM 1300 and eco 
1104, we offered an advanced course in business writing for the first time. as a result, the creation of 
these esL courses in business administration and economics has contributed to the overall increase 
in esL courses offered and number of esL students taking our courses.

students in esL and fLs courses come primarily from undergraduate programs, although graduate 
students and special students are also welcome.

credit courses and undergraduate Programs of study, esl and fls
 esl fls
 year # students # courses # students # students # courses # students
    in major   in major
    or minor   or minor
 2007-2008 663 37 18 2520 28 105
 2008-2009 701 44 6 2962 22 165
 2009-2010 684 37 14 3067 164 188
 2010-2011 748 39 14 3509 186 268
 2011-2012 832 41 17 3767 188 214
 2012-2013 1024 61 18 3936 182 208
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french immersion studies

french immersion is an academic path offered to anglophone students from french as a second 
language programs in secondary schools. those who want to improve their skills in the other official 
language are committed to complete slightly more than one-third of their academic studies in french, 
while receiving support related to their interests and aspirations.

facts

registration: since welcoming its first cohort in september 2006, the program has piqued the 
interest of thousands young francophiles from canada and worldwide, as shown by the growth of the 
number of applications for admission and registrations. this year, there were 2695 applications and 
572 registrations. overall, french immersion studies had 1582 students registered this year. since 
2006, more than 2884 students have been in french immersion at one time or another.

geographic provenance: in geographic terms, about 85% of immersion students are from ontario, 
including 30% from ottawa, 25% from the greater toronto area, and 30% from the rest of the 
province. others are from Quebec (5%), british columbia (5%), and from other canadian provinces 
and territories and other regions of the world (5%).

field of study: immersion students are divided among faculties as follows: 43% from the faculty 
of social sciences, 21% from the faculty of arts, 14% from the faculty of science, 11% from the 
faculty of health sciences, and 11% from the telfer school of Management. since the faculty of 
science has only offered immersion for the past two years, its registrations are expected to grow 
significantly in the future until there are students in all four years of study.

registration in french immersion studies
  2006-  2007-  2008-  2009-  2010-  2011-  2012-
 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
applications 743 1393 1487 1716 1827 2452 2695
admitted (offers) 481 979 1029 1179 1206 1629 1752
registrations 247 334 328 394 442 477 572
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impact

graduates: immersion is proud of the students who complete their studies, who fulfill all the 
requirements and obtain a diploma with a special mention showing their academic path. slightly  
over a third of the participants fulfilled all the requirements to obtain a diploma with a mention of 
“french immersion.”

courses taught through french: french immersion studies students have an easily measurable 
impact on university activities. since 2006-2007, immersion students have registered in almost 
20,000 french courses taught through french, the bulk of them in the humanities as indicated in the 
table. the impact is not limited to the university, as nearly two thirds of immersion students who take 
part in international exchanges do so in a french-language institution.

immersion scholarships

in order to encourage francophile students to persevere in their studies through french at the 
university of ottawa, immersion studies have entered into partnerships with several associations. 
an agreement with canadian Parents for french distributes up to $165,000 in scholarships to 
participants at the national level of its public speaking competition, the concours d’art oratoire. in 
addition, an agreement with the canadian association of immersion teachers, cait, rewards winners 
in the video contest clip d’immersion with up to $100,000 in scholarships, while a partnership with 
french for the future, a non-profit organization, awards up to $88,000.

french immersion graduates since 2008 
faculty 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012  total
arts 1 3 24 24 46 98
Management 0 0 3 9 6 18
health sciences 0 0 7 16 13 36
social sciences 3 9 46 57 40 155
total 4 12 80 106 105 307

registration of french immersion studies students in courses taught 
through french since 2006-2007

faculty number of courses
arts 10,653 
social sciences 6,282
health sciences 1,085
Management 1,003
science 825
Law 41
total 19,889
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other courses and resources

language training services for academic staff

over 230 faculty members from all over the university took advantage of courses and tutoring in the 
two official languages, including a customized course for the environmental science Program (evs) in 
the spring-summer and a discussion group in the fall.

a new booklet was created in order to publicize the services available. in addition, for the first time this 
sector organized a research symposium, which focused on high functioning bilingual scholars. a full 
description may be found in the section below on research.

personnel courses

the main clientele for oLbi esL and fLs Personnel courses is the university of ottawa administrative 
personnel and faculty members, although other participants are welcome. in 2012-2013, a total of 20 
courses (9 esL and 11 fLs) were offered to 152 participants. We also ran a pilot course during the 
summer in collaboration with human resources; a full description may be found in the section below 
on testing and evaluation.

julien couture resource centre

in 2012-2013, the julien couture resource centre (jcrc) successfully faced the challenge of moving 
its considerable collection to a new location in the arts building. as the staff strived to maintain the 
cohesiveness of the resources in the new environment, it took the opportunity to re-examine the 
teaching and learning materials, and also plan to acquire titles that will be of interest not only to 
current students in both esL and fLs programs, but also to students in oLbi’s Master’s program.

registration in language training services for academic staff  
in 2012-2013

session # courses/Workshops # Participants
 fls  esl   courses/ tutoring total per 
   Workshops  session
spring-summer 2012 7 0 68 35 103
fall 2012 5 1 64 10 74
Winter 2013 3 1 42 12 54
sub-total 15 2 174 45 -
total                          17                            231  -
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the jcrc has maintained its organizational structure in the new space and kept two separate, but 
complementary sections: the Learning section for self-directed learning activities and the teaching 
section for oLbi professors and teaching assistants. it has also created an area that holds the 
materials archived due to their historical and cultural value for oLbi.

in order to promote and showcase the teaching and research activities by oLbi faculty members, the 
jcrc has created various displays to create a link between the long tradition of second language 
teaching and learning at oLbi, and its current pedagogical and research publications. a special 
display has been dedicated to promote publications by ccerbaL members and lecturers in its 
research forum
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second language intensive 
programs

second Language intensive Programs have grown exponentially in the past year with the addition of 
new administrative personnel and an increase in student numbers. the division of oLbi oversees non-
credit intensive esL/fLs programs and teacher-training programs for a variety of groups with different 
needs and from different contexts.

language programs
 
english intensive program

the english intensive Program (eiP) is our flagship 
program for esL, and is offered over the course 
of four sessions during the calendar year. this 
year, the eiP offered six levels each session to an 
increasing number of students from wide range 
of countries, including china, saudi arabia, Libya, 
turkey, vietnam, iraq, italy, france, japan, Mexico, 
and brazil. the majority of our esL students go 
on to undergraduate or graduate programs at the 
university. of special note, the eiP welcomed 31 
scholarship students from brazil who registered in 
the fall of 2012 and the winter of 2013; these students have continued on in their 3rd year of several 
undergraduate programs in the faculty of engineering. they are supported by the caLDo network, a 
consortium which includes the universities of alberta, Laval, Dalhousie and ottawa.

destination clic

for the 12th year in a row, from june 27 to july 15, 2012, the Destination clic summer school 
welcomed 45 students aged 13-15 years. Destination clic, a bursary program for francophones living 
outside Quebec, gives students a unique university experience on the university of ottawa campuses. 
classes of franco-ontarian literature, linguistics, media studies and music were offered. Participants 
took part in drama and creative writing workshops, as well as many activities to discover franco-
ontarian culture.
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Zhejiang university summer language program

for eight years, oLbi has hosted 
students from Zhejiang university in 
hangzhou, china. the one-month 
summer program gives students the 
opportunity to study english at the 
university of ottawa while earning 
university credits in their native country. 
the credit-equivalent program has 
offered two courses for several years, 
oral communication skills in english and 
advanced reading skills: Magazines 
and newspapers in english. in the 
summer of 2012, the program hosted 
26 students, with some coming from 
two Zhejiang university affiliates, ningbo 
institute of technology and Zhejiang 
chinese Medical university.

university of electronic science and technology of china

the university of electronic science and technology of china (uestc) in chengdu sent a delegation 
of students in the summer of 2012 to follow an integrated skills esL program which included an 
immersion course in canadian culture. response to the program was so positive that uestc sent an 
even larger group of students in the summer of 2013.

university of niigata prefecture intensive 
english program

in february 2013, oLbi welcomed 11 
students from the university of niigata 
Prefecture in japan for a 5-week english 
intensive course. in addition to receiving  
21 hours a week of intensive english 
training, students were provided with 
opportunities to improve their language skills 
outside of the classroom through homestay 
placements, participation in socio-cultural 
activities with other international students, 
and weekly sessions with conversation 
partners from the university of ottawa.
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Programme intensif de français

the french intensive program (Pif) is now in its fourth year and continues to offer courses for three 
weeks at the end of each summer. in the summer of 2012, 17 students and professionals were 
immersed in french language training for 21 hours a week. Participants also had opportunities to 
try out their language skills in the community while participating in several socio-cultural activities. 
because of heightened interest, we are expecting growth in the summer of 2013.

professional teaching development programs

summer university for fls/fsl teachers

in 2012, the summer university for fLs/fsL 
teachers organized the fifth annual intensive 
summer professional development program for 
canadian elementary and secondary teachers 
of core french, extended french, intensive 
french, and french immersion. the workshops 
are now recognized by teachers across canada 
as a serving their needs in terms of renewing 
pedagogical practises while providing an 
opportunity to be immersed in french. We had 39 
participants from all over the country. oLbi has 
developed a partnership with the ontario Ministry 
of education which has resulted in an increase in 
the level of participation of ontario fLs teachers; 
the province offers bursaries.

shenzhen professional development program

in the summer of 2012, oLbi welcomed 15 professors and administrators from shenzhen university 
in shenzhen for a 3-week professional development program. Participants participated in a series of 
hands-on and interactive lectures given by professors from oLbi and the faculty of arts. to enrich 

their experience at the university of 
ottawa, participants also engaged in 
guided tours of ottawa, participated in 
esL class observations, and presented 
their research to obLi faculty. oLbi will 
receive a new group of professors and 
administrators in the summer of 2013.
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research

funding

funding for research by faculty members remained above $2M for the second year in a row, in part as 
a result of a slight increase in funding from outside contracts and other sources.

the canadian centre for research on bilingualism and language planning 
(ccerbal)

2013 ccerbal symposia 

this year, three symposia were organized as an alternative to the annual ccerbaL conference. 

the first symposium on high functioning bilingual scholars took place in february and was organized 
by huguette bourgeois, coordinator, Language training services for academic staff, and sheila 
scott, assistant Director, administration. Political reporter chantal hébert, the keynote speaker 
of this symposium, gave a fascinating speech on the new face of bilingualism in canada. other 
special guests at this symposium, christian Detellier, vice-President academic and Provost of the 
university of ottawa, and Marcel Mérette, Dean of the faculty of social sciences, discussed aspects 
of the specialized teaching and lecture formats. in addition, a round table involving four professors 
who completed customized language training presented their experience teaching in their second 
language and exchanged observations related to bilingualism with symposium participants. new 
research avenues emerged from the presentations and discussions.

the second symposium was on university Literacy. it was organized by Professor sylvie Lamoureux 
and took place at the end of april. it sought to launch a dialogue on university literacy and examine 
the issue of preparedness for the language challenges that students face when they start university. 
organized jointly with the associate vice-President (academic), johanne bourdages, the symposium 
included guest speakers Philippe Parmentier, Director of teaching and education administration 
at the catholic university of Leuven, and jean-Pierre boutin, a teacher at hearst high school. 
the symposium also gathered together french teachers from ontario french secondary schools, 
university academic success representatives, and university french professors.

research grants (globally)
 Provenance
year funding other contracts other total
 agencies Peer-
  reviewed
  grants
2009-2010 $133,648 $36,411 $1,148,500 $63,652 $1,382,211
2010-2011 $147,877 $70,411 $1,503,000 $72,637 $1,793,925
2011-2012 $188,882 $547,854 $1,516,250 $67,533 $2,320,519
2012-2013 $172,925 $360,322 $1,520,000 $78,195 $2,131,442
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the third symposium, organized by ccerbaL Director, 
Marie-josée hamel, provided a survey of research on 
the practice of computer-assisted language learning 
(caLL). it was held in Winnipeg on april 19, 2013 during 
the canadian association of second Language teachers 
(casLt) international conference, Languages without 
Borders. the symposium was directed at second language 
teachers and focused on bridging the gap between 
research and practice in the field of caLL.

the annual ccerbaL conference will return in 2014 under 
the theme, Multiple Literacies and advanced Language 
Learners’ autonomy, and will take place at the university of 
ottawa in late april.

latinus

from october 25 to 27, oLbi hosted the 2012 Latinus conference, organized in partnership with the 
network of the same name linking universities concerned with modern romance languages. under the 
theme, Linguistic Norms and the Relationship between Linguistic Norms and Pedagogical Practices, 
the conference included 15 speakers from canada and abroad, with keynote speaker Pierre calvé, 
a linguistic norms specialist. it was organized by a team of oLbi colleagues under the direction of 
Professor catherine elena buchanan.

olbi forums

the oLbi research forums is a conference series gathering together nationally and internationally 
recognized invited and resident researchers. taking place during the academic year, they are open to 
the public. the 2012-2013 series included the following seven presentations:
•	 vilma Páez Pérez, universidad de holguín, cuba, Teacher Training and Teachers’ Professional 

Growth through the Development of Methodological and Linguistic Competencies.
•	 aline gohard-radenkovic, université de fribourg, switzerland), Approches autobiographiques 

pour les étudiants en situation de mobilité : la réflexivité au service de l’immersion. forum 
sponsored by the Programme de chercheurs imminents (funds obtained by alysse Weinberg and 
hélène Knoerr).

•	 enrica Piccardo, university of toronto, oise, Découvrir et valoriser le plurilinguisme des 
apprenants : pour une nouvelle posture pédagogique.

•	 alysse Weinberg and jérémie séror, both from oLbi, The University of Ottawa immersion 
program: Identity construction at the intersection of Canada’s “two solitudes.”

•	 Marie-hélène côté, university of ottawa, Le projet Phonologie du français contemporain: un outil 
pour l’analyse et l’enseignement du français.

•	 terry Lamb, university of sheffield, Developing Learning Learners.
•	 nicholas guichon, université Lyon 2, laboratoire icar, Le projet INSUFFLE : un essai de 

transposition didactique dans le domaine de l’enseignement du FLE/S. sponsored by the 
research chair in new technologies and caLL.

four of these forums were webcast. hyperlinks to the webcast videos are available on ccerbaL’s 
website.
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technology and language interdisciplinary research group

in july 2012, ccerbaL Director, Marie-josée hamel, was named chair in new technologies 
and computer assisted Language Learning (caLL). a new research group was formed under her 
initiative, the griLt: technology and Language interdisciplinary research group. this group currently 
includes a dozen researchers from the three universities in the nation’s capital, ottawa, carleton, 
and université du Québec en outaouais, all interested in the design, use and evaluation of language 
learners’ technologies, whether the learners are translators, future teachers or learners. an inaugural 
event, organized and sponsored by the chair in caLL, was offered as a lecture delivered by nicolas 
guichon, from université de Lyon, offered as part of the oLbi forums annual series.

research retreats

a three-day research retreat took place in December 2012. eight ccerbaL members participated. 
the retreat started with a correlational statistics training workshop and a research projects 
presentation, followed by an intensive writing session. the retreat organization was conducted in 
collaboration with françoise Moreau-johnson and josée graveline from the university of ottawa’s 
centre for academic Leadership.

olbi Working papers, volume 5 

the fifth volume of oLbi Working Papers has just 
been published. focusing on the theme of Innovative 
practices in computer assisted language learning, 
this volume extends the discussion initiated during 
the 2012 ccerbaL conference. it is also a special 
volume as it celebrates ccerbaL’s five years of 
existence. its publication was made possible thanks 
to major financial support from the commissioner 
of official Languages, as well as contributions from 
canadian heritage and sshrc. oLbi Working 
Papers are available for purchase as well as in an 
electronic format on ccerbaL website.
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testing and evaluation

testing students in management and economics

in order to facilitate the success of the university of ottawa’s international students in the telfer 
school of Management and in the Department of economics of the faculty of social sciences, 
Language testing services developed and administered computerized speaking and writing tests 
to about 180 incoming students in september 2012. supplementary coursework in english was 
offered to approximately 150 of those students whose test results indicated that they needed 
language support to support their academic careers. 

delf and dalf

oLbi became a designated test site for the international french language examinations, the 
DeLf, Diplôme d’études en langue française (certificate in french Language studies), and DaLf, 
Diplôme approfondi de langue française (advanced certificate of french Language). these tests 
are produced by the cieP, the Centre international d’études pédagogiques (the international 
Pedagogical research centre), which is affiliated with the french Ministry of education. the 
tests are recognized internationally for admission to french language universities. in june 2012, 
oLbi sponsored a training session for its faculty to become test evaluators, and in november we 
administered our first session.

ielts information centre

in june 2012, responding to the need of uottawa students and the general public in ottawa, oLbi 
became an information centre for the international english Language testing system (ieLts). this 
internationally recognized test is designed to assess the language ability of candidates who need 
to study or work where english is the language of communication.
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collaboration with human resources

testing services is continuing its collaboration with the university of ottawa’s human resources 
service in enhancing student experience by ensuring that students receive bilingual service 
from front-line employees. all front-line employees were tested in their second language in the 
productive skills of writing and speaking, in order to establish as baseline measurement of existing 
proficiency levels. in parallel, hr commissioned the creation of curriculum for two client-focussed 
esL and fLs courses, courses intended to serve the specific linguistic needs of front-line workers. 
a 36-hour language course for front-line employees, entitled “face-to-face: Language for 
excellent client service” was piloted in summer 2012 and deemed a success. it is now offered to 
employees. a french version of the curriculum is under development.

collaboration with the university of ottawa

Language testing services consults and collaborates on an ongoing basis with various university 
departments and programs to screen applicants and monitor student success in language 
learning. in 2012-2013 we worked closely with the program in Didactique des langues secondes, 
the Département de français, the telfer school of Management, and the faculty of engineering on 
projects concerning undergraduate studies.
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development and promotion

in addition to overseeing the second Language intensive Programs, this sector also initiates 
several activities designed to enhance oLbi’s reputation and, in accordance with its mandate, its 
national and international outreach. here a few examples of these activities.

european centre for modern languages

oLbi remains the canadian contact for the european council’s european centre for Modern 
Languages (ecML). in addition to coordinating the participation of canadian experts in ecML 
projects under the “Learning through Languages 2012-2015” umbrella, oLbi regularly exhibits 
a selection of teaching and research publications of the ecML and its research groups, during 
annual conferences and events surrounding language learning.

Laura ambrosio was oLbi’s representative for the frePa group (framework of reference for 
Pluralistic approaches) which helps promote several projects stemming from the vast 2012-2015 
Learning through Languages initiative. in order to help disseminate the teaching materials and 
confirm their relevance in the classroom, Professor ambrosio participated in several activities 
grouping second language professors.

oLbi is also a member of the ecML’s Professional network forum, a network of fourteen 
international associations and institutions with similar professional expertise in the field of language 
teaching and testing. ccerbaL Director Marie-josée hamel represents oLbi at this forum.

national languages project – sri lanka

May 28 to june 8, 2012 oLbi hosted a technical exchange mission by sri Lankan delegates 
who came to discuss issues related to the sri Lankan official Languages Policy and challenges 
stemming from its implementation. the mission was composed of officials from the Ministry of 
national Languages and social integration, the Department of official Languages, and the official 
Languages commission.

in December 2012, oLbi Professor Marlene toews-janzen became a consultant for the national 
Languages Project for an evaluation project on language teaching programs for sri Lankan 
government employees offered by the national institute for Language education and training 
(niLet).

this is an ongoing project financed by the canadian international Development agency, led by 
agriteam canada, in partnership with oLbi, under the direction of oLbi executive in residence, 
hilaire Lemoine.
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the lucide project

oLbi Director richard clément and the Director of the university of ottawa’s centre on 
governance, caroline andrew, are active in this project, which references Languages in urban 
communities – integration and Diversity for europe, and was launched by the european 
commission in 2011. they have been collecting and analysing data and current practices linked 
to bilingualism and multilingualism in four canadian cities: vancouver, toronto, Montreal and 
ottawa, with a view to comparing them to a certain number of european cities. the project, which 
has received financing to the tune of €449,000 from the european commission, deals with public, 
private and economic aspects of languages in contact and with the language landscape in the 
target cities.

languages canada

in february, Languages canada, an agency which represents 191 accredited language education 
programs and schools in the private and public sectors suggested that oLbi became a member 
of its Marketing committee. our participation will help ensure the visibility abroad and in canada 
of our second Language intensive Programs, and in particular of our english intensive Program, 
which is accredited by Languages canada.

delegations

oLbi regularly plays host to delegations from abroad that are interested in language planning 
issues and bilingualism. 

on june 29, 2012 we had visitors from the ethnic issues research centre of the state ethnic 
affairs commission, one of several departments under the state council of the People’s republic 
of china that is responsible for relations between the central government and the 55 officially 
recognized distinct ethnic minorities. the delegation was on a fact-finding mission, with a specific 
focus on bilingual education in canada.

on september 28, 2012 oLbi hosted a high-level delegation from finland interested in language 
legislation and bilingualism, led by the Minister of justice of that country. they were particularly 
interested in aspects of official language legislation in canada and the role of research institutes 
in promoting bilingualism. their interest extended to the relevance of the canadian model to the 
management of its two official languages, finnish and swedish.
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forum on bilingualism in ontario

at the start of the academic year, on september 20, 2012 oLbi collaborated with the university 
of ottawa office of the President, the chair in canadian francophonie and Public Policies and 
the institute of canadian studies to present an academic forum on bilingualism. it opened with a 
symposium, entitled justice et services en français en ontario: bilan et perspectives. following the 
symposium, the honourable roy McMurtry, who initiated ontario’s courts of justice act, gave a 
lecture on the bilingualism saga in the administration of justice.

Mois de la francophonie

March 20 is international francophonie Day. at the university, this day has been expanded to 
cover the entire month of March, and for the past four years oLbi has cooperated actively with 
the university’s community Life service to help organize activities on campus. We are involved in 
setting the yearly theme, building the program of activities, and marketing events to the university 
of ottawa student body and personnel. 

in other Words

oLbi’s monthly electronic newsletter, In Other Words, has been providing its 1,300 subscribers 
with the latest news since june 2008, including updates on different academic programs, 
conference information, and events.
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language rights support program

the LrsP’s third year of existence under oLbi management and with the support of the faculty 
of Law was characterized by several firsts.

as in previous years, the LrsP funded legal recourses and alternative dispute resolutions 
concerning constitutional language rights to organizations and members of official language 
minority communities in canada. for the first time, this year the LrsP received more requests for 
financing than the available budget could support. specifically, the total number of requests filed 
increased by 47% over the previous year!

in addition, 2012-2013 represented the first year of the second funding agreement between 
the LrsP’s funding agency, canadian heritage, and its manager, the university of ottawa. this 
agreement brought about many changes and innovations concerning activities and funding 
opportunities.

the LrsP offers funding for alternative dispute resolutions (aDr) such as mediation or arbitration, 
and for legal recourses, such as a trial or intervention in a trial, as well as for impact studies. 
thanks to the new contribution agreement, two new funding options have been added to the 
aDr section: exploratory study and conflict resolution during proceedings. an exploratory study, 
whose maximum funding is set at $5,000, allows an applicant to prepare records in order to 
support the decision whether to initiate an alternative dispute resolution. conflict resolution 
during aDr proceedings applies once the legal recourse has been instituted, which means after 
documents have been filed at the courthouse. an applicant may receive up to $25,920 for conflict 
resolution during proceedings.

the new contribution agreement also brought about new information and promotion activities. 
the information hub on constitutional Language rights, was launched in february 2013. this 
portal provides communities with varied resources and information on their constitutional 
language rights. the information hub presents key concepts under a question and answer format 
to allow readers to fully understand the characteristics of constitutional language rights. graphs, 
activities and video interviews provide the public with additional details for a better overview of 
their own rights. in addition, special projects aimed at various official language communities were 
integrated in the information hub. the LrsP plans to develop two new special projects every year 
in order to meet the information needs of official language minority communities.

finally, the LrsP posted online resources for the legal community and aDr professionals. these 
resources are available on the home page of the LrsP main website, under the 
“Professionals” heading, and include jurisprudence, legal news hyperlinks and information on 
alternative dispute resolutions.

to follow the LrsP, subscribe to its rss feed or its twitter account: @PaDL_LrsP.
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Livres et manueLs rédigés par L’auteur / Books 
and textBooks Written By author

Clément, r. & Andrew, C. (Dir.). (2012). Villes et langues : 
Gouvernance et politique. Ottawa : Invenire, 133 p. [Version 
anglaise : Cities and Languages: Governance and Policy. 124 p.]

Dankova, N. & Jezak, m. (2012). Niveaux de compétences 
linguistiques canadiens, Français langue seconde pour adultes. 
Ottawa : Citoyenneté et Immigration Canada, 249 p.

movassat, p., paribakht, s. & ambrosio, L. (2013). Manuel 
des connecteurs logiques pour l’écriture en français langue 
seconde, Ottawa : ILOB, Université d’Ottawa, 134 p.

vandergrift, L. & Goh, C. (2012). Teaching and learning 
second language listening: Metacognition in action. New York: 
Routledge. 336 pp. 

ouvrages édités par L’auteur / puBLiCations 
edited By author

germain-rutherford, a. (Dir.) (2012). L’évaluation dans un 
contexte de mouvance individuelle et sociétale. Cahiers de 
l’ILOB, 4, ILOB, 77 p.

hamel, m.-J., séror, J. & knoerr, h. (Dir.) (2013). Pratiques 
innovantes en apprentissage des langues assisté par ordinateur. 
Cahiers de l’ILOB, 5, ILOB, 196 p.

Lamoureux, s. & Cotnam, M. (Dir.) (2012). Prendre sa place : 
parcours et trajectoires identitaires en Ontario français. Ottawa : 
Éditions David, 172 p. 

Chapitres de Livres / Book Chapters

Buchanan, C. e. (sous presse). L’immersion universitaire en 
français langue seconde au Canada. Dans E. Yasri-Labrique, 
P. Gardies, & K. Djordjevic (Dir.), Didactique contrastive :
questionnements et applications (pp. 76 – 81). Montpellier,
France : Éditions Cladole.

Labrie, N. & Lamoureux, s. (2012). L’accès aux études 
postsecondaires en Ontario : le choix des jeunes francophones. 
Dans L. Guilbert (Dir.), Mouvements associatifs dans la 
francophonie nord-américaine (pp.185-200). Collection Cultures 
françaises d’Amérique, Québec : PUL.

Lamoureux, s. (2012). Canada’s Office of the Commissioner 
of Official Languages. In C. A. Chappele (Ed.). The 
Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics. Published online. DOI: 
10.1002/9781405198431.wbeal0118.

Lamoureux, s. & Cotnam, M. (2012). Introduction. Dans S. 
Lamoureux & M. Cotnam (Dir.), Prendre sa place. Parcours et 
trajectoires identitaires en Ontario français (pp. 9- 8). Ottawa : 
Éditions David.

paribakht, s. & Wesche, M. (in press). L1 Influences in L2 
Lexical Inferencing. In Liming Yu and Terence Odlin (eds.), New 
Perspectives on Transfer in Second Language Learning. Bristol: 
Multilingual Matters.

Sampasivam, S., & Clément, r. (in press). The Dynamics of 
Second Language Confidence: Perspective and interaction. In S. 
Mercer, & M. Williams (Eds.), Multiple Perspectives on the Self. 
Bristol: Multilingual Matters.

séror, J. (2013). Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis 
Software (CAQDAS). In C. A. Chapelle (Ed.), The Encyclopedia 
of Applied Linguistics (pp.834-839). Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 
Ltd.

vandergrift, L. (2012). Listening. In Robinson. P. (Ed.), The 
Routledge Encyclopedia of SLA (pp. 400-404). New York: 
Routledge.

vandergrift, L. (2012). Teaching Listening. In C. Chapelle 
(Ed.), The Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics (pp. 5632–5639). 
Oxford, UK: Wiley-Blackwell.

Weinberg, a. (Sous presse) Parrainage francophiles-
francophones à l’université d’Ottawa dans le cadre du Régime 
d’immersion: pratique et perceptions. Dans E. Yasri-Labrique, 
P. Gardies, & K. Djordjevic (Dir.). Didactique contrastive:
questionnements et applications, Montpellier, France : Éditions
Cladole.

artiCLes puBLiés dans des revues aveC Comités 
de LeCture / artiCLes in refereed JournaLs

ambrosio, L. (2013). Needs and Resources in International 
Languages Programs: Perspectives of Canadian Teachers in 
Ontario. La Revue internationale des sciences de l’éducation.

ambrosio, L., dansereau, m.-C. & gobeil, m. (2012). 
L’immersion linguistique à l’Université d’Ottawa. Un modèle 
attrayant de continuité de l’apprentissage de la langue seconde. 
Synergies Europe, 7, 199-214.

Byrd Clark, J., Haque, E. & Lamoureux, s. (2012). The Role 
of Language in Processes of Internationalization: Considering 
Linguistic Heterogeneity and Voices from Within in Two Diverse 
Contexts in Ontario. Canadian and International Education, 41(3), 
Available online at http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/cie-eci/vol41/iss3/5.

Caws, C. & hamel, m.-J. (2013). From Analysis to Training: 
Recycling Interaction Data into Learning Process. Cahiers de 
l’ILOB, 5, 25-36.

Collins, K., & Clément, r. (2012). Language and Prejudice: 
Direct and Moderated Effects. Journal of Language and Social 
Psychology, 31, 376-396.

hall, C., & hope, a. (2013). Using rater feedback for L2 writing 
rubric revision. Contact. 30(1), 39-46.

hamel, m.-J. (2013). Analyse de l’activité de recherche 
d’apprenants de langue dans un prototype de dictionnaire en 
ligne. Revue ALSIC, 16(1). DOI : 10.4000/alsic.2613

hamel, m.-J. (2012). Testing the usability of an online learner 
dictionary prototype: process and product oriented analysis. 
Computer Assisted Language Learning Journal, 25(4), 339-365.
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hamel, m.-J. & séror, J. (Dir.) (2013). Éditorial. Cahiers de 
l’ILOB, 5, 5-9.

Jezak, m. (2012). Niveaux de compétence linguistique 
canadiens pour immigrants adultes : un cadre de référence 
dans le contexte de mouvance sociétale. Revue canadienne de 
linguistique appliquée.

knoerr, h. & Weinberg, a. (sous presse). L’immersion à 
l’Université d’Ottawa : une innovation héritée du passé. [Numéro 
spécial]. Cahiers de l’Acedle.

knoerr, h. & Weinberg, a. (sous presse). Cinq ans après :  
bilans du Régime d’immersion en français à l’Université  
d’ Ottawa. [Numéro spécial]. Dossiers des Sciences de l’Éducation.

knoerr, h. & Weinberg, A. (2013). Balados sur les stratégies 
d’écoute et de prise de notes pour les étudiants d’immersion en 
français au niveau universitaire : de la conception à l’évaluation 
des impacts. Cahiers de l’ILOB, 5, 71-84.

Peters, M., Weinberg, a., & Sarma, N. (2012). Les étudiants 
ont la parole : typologie des caractéristiques des activités 
technologiques de langue. La Revue canadienne de linguistique 
appliquée, 15(1), 79-99.

Rubenfeld, S., & Clément, r. (2012). Intercultural Conflict and 
Moderation: An Intergroup Perspective. Language Learning, 62, 
1205-1230.

séror, J. (in press). Screen Capture Technology: A Digital 
Window Into Student’s Writing Processes. Canadian Journal 
of Learning and Technology / La revue canadienne de 
l’apprentissage et de la technologie.

séror, J. (2012). Show me! Enhanced feedback through 
screencasting technology. TESL Canada Journal, 30(1), 104-
116.

séror, J., & Weinberg, a. (2012). Construction identitaire et 
linguistique : Le régime d’immersion en français de l’Université 
d’Ottawa. Synergies Europe, 7, 215-230.

thibault, L. v. (2012) L’expérience de création en théâtre pour 
adolescents en Ontario français : paroles et gestes [Numéro 
spécial]. Éducation et francophonie, 40(2), 99-118.

Weinberg, a., Boukacem, D., & Burger, S. (2012). Progrès 
lexicaux d’étudiants dans deux contextes d’immersion au niveau 
universitaire. La Revue canadienne des langues vivantes, 68(1), 
1-27.

Weinberg, a., Burger, S., & Boukacem, D. (2012). Trois ans plus 
tard : comment les étudiants évaluent-ils le Régime d’immersion 
en français de l’Université d’Ottawa. Les Cahiers de l’ILOB, 4, 
55-77.

CommuniCations puBLiées dans Les Comptes 
rendus de Congrès aveC Comité de LeCture 
/ CommuniCations puBLished in refereed 
ConferenCe proCeedings

dansereau m.-C. (sous presse). Enseignement/apprentissage 
de l’oral et de l’écrit en contexte universitaire : une approche 
centrée sur les besoins de l’étudiant. Actes du colloque : 
Collection Latinus, 4, Montpellier, France : Éditions Cladole.

dansereau m.-C. (2012). Des activités langagières signifiantes. 
Actes du colloque : MELT, Meeting on English Language 
Teaching, (pp. 65-77). Université du Québec à Montréal, 
Montréal. http://coopuqam.com/295615-Livres--produit.html.

hamel, m.-J. (sous presse). Mesure d’ergonomie des interfaces 
en ALAO et connaissances sur la relation apprenant-tâche-outil 
à l’ordinateur. Dans T. Karsenti & G. Dumouchel (Dir.). Actes du 
colloque international TIC en Éducation. Montréal.

hamel, m.-J. (2012). In search of the optimal path: How learners 
at task use an online dictionary. Proceedings of the EuroCALL 
2011 conference. The EuroCALL Review, 20(1): www.eurocall-
languages.org/review/20/index.html#Papers

hamel, m.-J. & LeCoin, I. (2012). Reflection on the Design and 
Delivery of a Hybrid Grammar Course. In Proceedings of ICT 
for Language Learning 5th Edition Conference (pp.531-534), 
Florence, Italy.

Lamoureux, s. & Clément, r. (2012). En guise d’introduction : 
Politique linguistique et bilinguisme en milieu urbain – débats 
situés. Dans R. Clément & C. Andrew (Dir.). Villes et langues : 
gouvernance et politiques. Symposium international (pp.1-19).

movassat, p. (2012). L’apprentissage du français langue 
seconde par le biais d’un contenu disciplinaire : enjeux et défis 
pédagogiques des cours d’immersion au niveau universitaire. 
Dans Actes du Colloque MELT (Meeting for English Language 
Teaching) (pp. 5-23). 

toews Janzen, m. & danforth, C. (2012). Content and 
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL): Adjunct English Classes at 
the University of Ottawa. Proceedings of the International 
Symposium on Language and Communication: Research Trends 
and Challenges 2012 (pp.97-115). Erzurum, Turkey.

CommuniCations arBitrées / refereed 
presentations and posters

ambrosio, L. (2013, avril). La langue des autres, outil 
d’apprentissage dans l’enseignement des langues secondes ou 
des langues internationales. Idées pour l’application d’un cadre 
de référence pour des approches plurielles (CARAP). 
Communication présentée au Congrès de l’ACPLS/CASTL 2013 :  
Langues sans frontières, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

ambrosio, L. (2013, March). The Power of Experiential Learning 
in Second Language Pedagogy. Communication presented at 
Northeast Modern Language Association (NeMLA) 44th Annual 
Convention, Boston, Massachusetts.

ambrosio, L. & Boing, M. (2012, novembre). Présentation du 
Module : FREPA. Network Meeting: Plurilingual and Intercultural 
Competences: Descriptors and Teaching Materials. Atelier 
présenté au Module/Atelier CARAP, Module de découverte, Graz, 
Autriche.

ambrosio, L. & Cardinal, S.S. (2012, mai). CSL: Another Way of 
Learning a Second Language? Communication and Workshop 
presented at CACSL 2012 Conference: Impacts of Community 
Engagement, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.
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ambrosio, L. & movassat, p. (2012, octobre). Norme? 
Usage? Les deux? Réflexions sur l’exploitation pédagogique de 
documents authentiques conçus dans un cadre sociolinguistique 
franco-ontarien. Communication présentée au Colloque Latinus, 
Université d’Ottawa.

Boettger, A. & séror, J. (2013). « Plus dur que je ne l’aurais cru! » :  
Les hauts et bas d’une participation au Régime d’immersion 
en français. Affiche présentée au Programme d’initiation à la 
recherche au premier cycle (PIRPC), Université d’Ottawa.

Collins, K., & Clément, r. (2012, June). Disentangling the LIB 
from the LEB: The Unexpected Role of Social Judgement and 
Social Norms. Paper presented at The 13th Conference of the 
International Association of Language and Social Psychology, 
Leeuwarden, PB.

danforth, C. & st. John, J. (2012, August). The Glossary 
project: An Assessment Tool. Paper read at Pronunciation 
in Second Language Learning and Teaching 4th Annual 
Conference, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver.

Freynet, N. & Clément, r. (2012, June). Bilingualism in minority 
French Canadians: Assimilation or fusion? Paper presented at 
The 13th Conference of the International Association of Language 
and Social Psychology, Leeuwarden, PB.

hall, C. (2013, May). A critical discourse analysis: Ranking 
Schools. Paper presented at the Conference in Critical Social 
Research / Great Lakes Graduate Conference in Political 
Economy. Carleton University, Ottawa.

hall, C. & hope, a. (2012, November). Using Rater Comments 
for Writing Grid Revision. Paper presented at the TESL Ontario 
Conference. Toronto, Ontario.

hamel, m.-J. (2013, mars). Ergonomie de l’interaction 
Apprenant-Tâche-Dictionnaire à l’ordinateur. Communication 
présentée au Colloque Latinus, Universidad de Concepción, Chili. 
Présentation virtuelle – en ligne.

hamel, m.-J. (2012, octobre). Méchante cabane et boum 
d’enfer! À propos de difficultés associées à la connaissance 
des collocations et de quelques moyens pour y remédier. 
Communication présentée au Colloque Latinus, Université 
d’Ottawa.

hamel, m.-J. (2012, mai). Mesure d’ergonomie des interfaces 
d’ALAO et connaissances sur la relation apprenant-tâche-outil à 
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seconde par le biais d’un contenu disciplinaire : enjeux et défis 
pédagogiques des cours d’immersion au niveau universitaire. 
Communication présentée au Colloque MELT (Meeting for 
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Dire autrement et ergonomie de l’interaction apprenant-tâche-
dictionnaire à l’ordinateur. CELC, Université catholique de 
Louvain-la-Neuve et ISLV, Université de Liège.

hamel, m.-J., séror, J. & Dion, C. (2013). Scripteurs en action! 
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ambrosio, L. (2012, June). International Languages Programs 
in Canada: Perspectives in Ontario. Communication presented 
at Network Meeting “Plurilingual and Intercultural Competences: 
Descriptors and Teaching Materials”, Graz, Austria.

Buchanan, C. e. (2012, November). How to Present Formal 
Language in Content – Writing and Speaking in French 
Immersion. Communication presented at Center for Advanced 
Research on Language Acquisition (CARLA), St. Paul, Minnesota.

Buchanan, C. e. (2012, octobre). Le choc de l’immersion :  
« Madame, qu’est-ce qu’ils disent? ». Communication présentée 
au Colloque du Réseau Latinus, Université d’Ottawa.

Burger, S., & Weinberg, a. (2012, April). Five years French 
Immersion program at the University of Ottawa: the differences in 
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Perception of French Immersion Studies at the University of 
Ottawa. Paper presented at the Wefla Conference, Holguin, 
Cuba.
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Colloque MELT sur l’utilisation de matériel a priori non 
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séror, J. & Weinberg, a. (2013, February). The University 
of Ottawa Immersion Program: Identity Construction at the 
Intersection of Canada’s “Two Solitudes”. Guest lecture offered 
as part of the OLBI Research Forums.

st. John, J. (2012, November). Fostering Learner Autonomy 
in ESL Pronunciation. Paper read at TESL Ontario Conference, 
Toronto.

thibault, L. v. (2013, avril). Apprentissage par projet en FLS : 
réflexion théorique et pratique de l’enseignant comme passeur 
interculturel. Communication présentée au Colloque Latinus, 
Université de Concepción, Chili.

thibault, L. v. (2013, février). Contribution du théâtre à 
l’apprentissage de la culture en FLS. Communication présentée 
lors de l’International Conference on Second Language 
Pedagogies, University of Guelph, Guelph.

thibault, L. v. (2012, octobre). Normes, identité et pratique : 
des représentations mouvantes. Communication présentée au 
Colloque Latinus, Université d’Ottawa.

Weinberg, a. & Burger, S. (2013, April). Three Factors Affecting 
Vocabulary Acquisition in a University Immersion Adjunct Class. 
Communication presented at ILCHE Conference, Maastricht, 
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Affecting Vocabulary Acquisition in a University Immersion 
Adjunct Class. Communication presented at CARLA Conference, 
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Weinberg, a. & séror, J. (2013, April). Language Ideologies 
at the Heart of the University of Ottawa Immersion Program. 
Presented at CLIC Conference, Maastricht.
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and more

Buchanan, C. e. (2013, mars). Formation CASLT – Insertion du 
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Buchanan, C. e. (2012 septembre, 2013 janvier). Comment 
faire une bonne présentation. Présenté dans le cadre du Régime 
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Buchanan, C. e. (2012 septembre, 2013 janvier). Comment 
lire un texte universitaire. Présenté dans le cadre du Régime 
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Buchanan, C. e. (2012, juin). Formation DELF – Examinateur-
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hamel, m.-J. & séror, J. (2012, November). Video screen 
capture workshop. EIP teachers’ professional development day. 
University of Ottawa. 

hope, a. & hall, C. (2013, May). CanTEST rater training. 
Delivered training to CanTEST interviewers at the University of 
Toronto.

Lamoureux, s. (2013). Quel avenir après le diplôme de 1er cycle 
en DLS? Présentation à l’Association des étudiantes et des 
étudiants de DLS, Ottawa.

Lamoureux, s. (2012). Trucs et astuces pour préparer une 
demande à la formation initiale. Association des étudiants DLS 
de l’Université d’Ottawa.

Malette, A. & Lamoureux, s. (2012). Les 101s francophones. 
Présentation à la Commission permanente des affaires 
francophones et des langues officielles, Université d’Ottawa.

séror, J. (2012, juillet). Favoriser la pensée culturelle – explorer 
plutôt que transmettre la culture en français langue seconde. 
Atelier offert lors des programmes de formation professionnelle 
pour les enseignants de FLS de l’Université d’été de l’ILOB.

séror, J. (2012, juillet). Les outils et ressources de la salle de 
classe : Faciliter les échanges et les dialogues. Atelier offert 
lors des programmes de formation professionnelle pour les 
enseignants de FLS de l’Université d’été de l’ILOB.

toews Janzen, m., (2013, April). Using Folktales to Develop 
Oral Communication Skills in EFL. Workshop offered during the 
Mini-WEFLA Conference, Holguín, Cuba.

toews Janzen, m. (2012, November). Using Folktales to 
Develop Oral and Written Communication Skills. Workshop 
offered during the TESL Ontario Conference, Toronto.

toews Janzen, m. (2012, October). Using Folktales to Develop 
Communication Skills. Workshop presented during the TESL 
Canada Conference, Kamloops, British Columbia.

toews Janzen, m. (2012, July). Introduction to English 
Canadian identity in the historical and present contexts. Three 
lectures in the Shenzhen Professional Development Program, 
University of Ottawa.

toews Janzen, m. (2012, May). Encouraging Oral 
Communication in an EFL context. Workshop offered in Cairo, 
Egypt.




